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Abstract Glitches due to the secondary neutron particles
from cosmic rays cause soft errors in integrated circuits (IC)
that are becoming a major threat in modern sub 45nm ICs.
Therefore, researchers have developed many techniques to
mitigate the soft errors and some of them utilize the built
in error detection schemes of low-power asynchronous null
conventional logic (NCL). However, it requires extensive
simulations and emulations for careful and complete analysis of the design, which can be costly, time consuming
and cannot encompass all the possible input conditions. In
this paper, we propose a framework to improve the soft
error tolerant asynchronous pipelines by identifying and
formally analyzing the vulnerable paths using the nuXmv
model checker. The proposed framework translates the
design behavior and specification into a state-space model
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and the potential vulnerabilities against soft errors in the
pipeline as linear temporal logical (LTL) properties. These
formally specified properties are then verified on the statespace model and in case of failure counterexamples are
obtained. These counterexamples can then be further analyzed to obtain the soft error propagation paths and thus give
insights about soft error tolerant approaches to the designers. For illustration, this work provides an analysis and
comparison of three state-of-the-art asynchronous pipelines.
Formal model and analysis of all the pipelines show that
the soft error hardened pipeline is comparatively superior
against soft errors but at the expense of almost two times
area overhead.
Keywords Asynchronous pipelines · MSMA · Soft
errors · Formal verification of asynchronous circuits ·
Model checking · nuXmv
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Due to shrinkage in the transistor nodes of modern deep
submicron (DSM) technologies, the secondary neutron particles from cosmic rays have become a major source of
inducing transient errors in semiconductors devices [17, 22].
These transient errors may corrupt data and control signals,
which can cause errors that may be temporary (soft errors)
or permanent (hard errors). Soft errors mainly pose greater
threats as they cause an abrupt change in the current, which
may lead to the system malfunction or even the destruction
of the integrated circuits in the worst case. Therefore, to
cope with this threat, different mitigation techniques have
been devised for soft errors and most of them can be categorized as either introducing redundancy (e.g. triple modular
redundancy (TMR)) or error detection and correction (ECC)
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codes [20]. However, these conventional techniques cannot be readily applied to asynchronous systems, because
of the unique asynchronous pipeline structure [16]. Due to
inherent error detection capability of quasi delay insensitive
(QDI) asynchronous circuits, they have also been explored
for the prevention and detection of soft errors [21, 29].
Monnet et al. observed that soft errors can affect the threshold voltages that lead to timing non-idealities [20, 21]. They
coined the term “sensitive time”, to evaluate the sensitivity of the QDI asynchronous circuit against soft errors.
Single event upset (SEU) tolerant QDI circuits have also
been proposed in Jang and Martin [14]. However, the main
idea here is to compromise the performance of QDI circuits, which is a major drawback, however, due to the long
latency, such techniques are not useful for high speed application [14, 16]. Moreover, there is a QDI based technique,
which introduces a latch to stop the propagation of faults
through asynchronous pipeline but the penalty associated
with this method is the long latency of the latch that makes
this technique less suitable for high speed applications [7].
It has been proposed in Gardiner et al. [7] that the encoding redundancy of the QDI can be utilized for checking the
validity of the data. It allows the use of existing hardware
but, while detecting soft errors (SE), many transient disruptions occur that result in an invalid data token value [7, 26,
27]. This idea was further extended by Kaung et al. [16]
as they proposed a built-in soft error correction (BISEC)
technique by exploiting the handshaking protocol and dualrail encoding in QDI circuits. This technique has two major
limitations. Firstly, before any action is taken against the
detected fault, the fault may propagate in the NCL pipeline
[24]. Secondly, this technique is not able to detect the soft
errors in the NULL phase. In order to overcome these limitations, we proposed a modification to this soft error detection
scheme [18]. Our technique combines the state detection
and soft error scheme such that it can detect the soft errors
in the NULL phase, to improve the existing error detection
schemes. In order to overcome the second limitation, this
technique proposed to modify the scheme in such a way that
it sends NULL instead of the false data value at the output,
when the system observes any error.
All the above-mentioned techniques require careful and
complete analysis of the design in order to detect the vulnerable parts of the system before any design modifications.
Most of the existing state-of-the-art techniques have been
analyzed based on simulation. However, simulation techniques have their own inherent limitations of accuracy and
analysis complexity. Thus, it is almost impossible to check
all the possible vulnerabilities using the typical simulation or emulation techniques [3]. For example, one of the
technique presented in Gardiner et al. [7], which utilizes
QDI based extra latch to mitigate the soft errors, requires
extensive simulations to analyze the vulnerabilities of these

techniques for higher number of bits. However, the complexity of the circuit analysis is directly proportional to the
number of inputs and its respective number of bits. Formal methods have been successfully used for overcoming
such limitations [5]. Krautz et al. proposed an algorithm
to optimize the synchronous circuits against the soft errors
[15]. This algorithm constructs a state-space model of the
given system based on its VHDL model. By analyzing this
state-space model, it can randomly assign the error model to
different states of the behavioral model of the synchronous
circuits. This generates the counterexamples, which are used
to deduce the potential erroneous block. Similarly, Seshia
et al. have proposed a model checking based approach on
Verilog designs to estimate the effect of errors on vulnerable
latches, which leads to the reduction of power consumption
[23]. Baarir et al. have proposed a methodology to create a
fault model to analyze the soft errors in combinational and
sequential circuits [1]. They utilize the performance analysis of self-healing mechanisms of the circuits in the presence
of single event upset (SEU) and multiple event upset (MEU)
faults to identify its behavior.
Most of the aforementioned techniques are useful for
synchronous systems only. On the other hand asynchronous
circuits are inherently low power in nature and a good solution for interfacing multiple clock domains asynchronous
circuits [13, 25]. Thus, it is of extreme importance to formally analyze the asynchronous systems with respect to the
soft errors to observe the complete and correct behavior
of such systems under harsh environments. Recently, some
researchers have started exploring the detection of soft error
propagation in asynchronous circuits [8–11], where they
used multiway decision graphs (MDG) to model the effects
of soft errors. Since MDG is the extension of Reduced
Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (ROBDD) that in turn
requires node-to-node translation, hence it limits its feasibility when the number of nodes gets larger for complex
circuits. Model checking overcomes these limitations and
provides the complete FSM based modeling. Moreover, previously researchers are limited to clock domain crossing
interfaces and, to the best of our knowledge, no effort has
been made to formally model and analyze null convention
logic (NCL) based asynchronous pipeline using formal verification approaches. Therefore, in this paper, we propose
a methodology for the complete analysis of the null convention logic (NCL) based asynchronous circuits to detect
the vulnerability of NCL pipeline against soft errors. A set
of the functional and timing properties are identified that
can be affected by the soft errors. These properties are verified in a symbolic model checker (we used nuXmv) for the
behavioral model of the asynchronous systems, to extract
the counterexamples, which provides very useful information for deducing vulnerable blocks of the systems. This
information can be further used to improve the existing
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self-healing mechanism of the asynchronous circuits. Furthermore, the proposed methodology is used to compare the
performance of our proposed design against other soft error
tolerant asynchronous pipelines.
The main contributions of the paper are as follows: 1)
We provide a state-space model of soft error tolerant NCL
based asynchronous pipelines. 2) These state-space models
are formally verified to check their correctness using the
nuXmv model checker. 3) The proposed formal verification
framework then used to detect the erroneous behavior of soft
error tolerant NCL based asynchronous pipelines. 4) The
formal analysis of this behavior is performed to identify the
vulnerable block of the asynchronous pipelines.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides a brief description of the NULL conventional logic,
asynchronous pipeline and soft error detection schemes for
asynchronous pipelines. Section 3 explains the proposed
methodology. Section 4 presents our formal modeling of
soft error schemes for the asynchronous pipeline. Section 5
elaborates the formal implementations of soft error detection techniques for asynchronous pipelines and discusses
the extracted counterexamples. Section 6 describes the comparison of the two soft error detection techniques. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries
This section provides a short introduction to some of the
preliminaries to facilitate the understanding of the rest of the
paper.
2.1 NULL Conventional Logic (NCL)
NULL conventional logic (NCL) is a multi-rail logic
[4], which is commonly used in implementation of asynchronous circuits. In NCL, each variable can assert three
values: TRUE (logical 1), FALSE (logical 0) and NULL.
The values TRUE and FALSE collectively are called as data
values and NULL is referred to as the no-data value. A transition from NULL to a data value marks the beginning of
valid data. A transition from a data value to NULL marks
the end of valid data.
2.2 Asynchronous Pipeline
A traditional NCL pipeline architecture has three main
blocks: NCL based registers, the combinational logic block
and a completion detection scheme as shown in Fig. 1
[16]. In this pipeline, two stages interact via a request and
acknowledgment protocol. The request and acknowledgment signals are primarily based on Ki and Ko signals in
Fig. 1. This pipeline works in two different states: DATA

phase and NULL phase. Using the dual rail implementation,
the DATA phase represents the TRUE and FALSE when
only one of the rail is high, whereas NULL phase represents the NULL when both the rails are low. Generally, the
pipeline may be implemented using multiple rails (N-rails).
In the NCL pipeline, multiple high rails are not defined and
are thus considered as INVALID phase.
2.3 Soft Error Detection in Asynchronous Pipeline
Asynchronous pipelines have the inherent well-defined
invalid state, which can be used to detect the soft errors.
Therefore, researchers have explored this property to
develop many soft error detection techniques. Gardiner et al.
have observed that the encoding redundancy of the QDI
can be utilized for checking validity of the data [7]. Kaung
et al. [16] extended this idea and developed a built-in soft
error correction (BISEC) technique where they exploited
the handshaking protocol and dual-rail encoding in QDI
circuits. This architecture detects soft errors by utilizing
the dual-rail encoding and checks whether the circuit generates the prohibited “11” state. The soft error detection
block identifies this state by providing a “0”. For correcting such errors, an intermediate register (middle register in
Fig. 1) is used along with a reset circuitry. When a soft
error is detected in the combinational block, the input data
is blocked by setting the output of the reset circuit ‘q’ equal
to 0. An inverted delayed version of acknowledge, Ki1 in
Fig. 1, is used to block the input data.
One of the major limitations of the circuit, shown in
Fig. 1, is that it fails to detect errors during the NULL phase,
i.e., what if the circuit, due to soft error, sends out either
‘01’ or ‘10’ when the actual output is ‘00’. Such undetected
errors can result in sending data in a NULL phase and in
turn lead to system malfunctioning. To alleviate this problem, Lodhi et al. proposed a modified BISEC architecture,
which is shown in Fig. 1 [18]. This design includes two
new blocks and a unique utilization of the SE block output
to reset the right most register. The state detection block is
used to determine whether the system is in the DATA phase
or the NULL phase. Based on the state, then it sends the
STATE signal with the delay of a 2-input AND gate and the
combinational block to match the data timing of “D1”. This
way, the system can foresee what values are invalid at any
given time. As is the case with the conventional architecture
[16], the premise of the design is that only the combinational
block is prone to soft errors.
The second main limitation of the architecture of Fig. 1
is the possibility of propagation of the fault even when it is
detected [18]. For example, even if a fault is detected by the
the soft error block, shown in Fig. 1, the output Din2 can
still propagate this erroneous signal to the next stage in the
pipeline. Hence, the error detection result would be required
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Fig. 1 Modified soft error detection scheme (SE tolerant asynchronous pipeline II) [18]

to propagate throughout the pipeline to discard the data in
error state. This limitation leads to a performance penalty,
which is equivalent to the number of stages in the pipeline
and could even result in transferring the wrong data to the
receiver end. To overcome this limitation, a novel approach
to reset the NCL registers is used in the proposed architecture of Lodhi et al. [18]. As soon as the SE detection block
detects an error at the output of the combinational block, it
blocks the input from proceeding into the circuit and rather
computes the same data again. Moreover, the architecture
resets the output registers and thus averts the corrupted
data from going out at the output signal Din2 of Fig. 1.
A NULL appears at the output during this phase. Figure 2
illustrates the above-mentioned optimization. It shows that
upon detecting a fault the proposed architecture [18] gives a
NULL at the output during the re-computation phase while
the conventional architecture propagates the faults as shown
in red in the output signal of a typical architecture.

Fig. 2 Output comparison of
SE tolerant asynchronous
pipelines I & II [16, 18]

2.4 Soft Hardened Asynchronous Pipeline
Kuang et al. [16, 18], halt the communication until the
received soft error is resolved and during this period it
effects the basic erroneous behavior, reset, data receiving
and deadlock properties of typical NCL pipeline is affected.
Therefore, in order to avoid the stalling, Zhou et al., presented a methodology to harden the NCL based pipelines
against the soft errors [28]. This methodology consists of
the following steps: The first step is to create a shadow
pipeline and add the TH33n gates in the original NCL
register instead of TH22n gates, so that it can accept the
acknowledge signals from both copies of the pipeline. Secondly, the TH22 gates are inserted at the output of NCL
registers to accept outputs from both copies. Finally, the
completion detection mechanism is modified in such a way
that it can compare the outputs from both copies to identify the corrupted data. Figure 3 shows that each NCL
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Fig. 3 Soft hardened asynchronous pipeline [28]

register is modified using Th33n, so that that it can accept
the acknowledgment from both copies (a and b). Similarly, the Th22 gate is added to accepts the output from
both copies and facilitate the completion detection block
to identify corrupted data. Whenever, the completion detection mechanism detects the soft error events, it switches off
that particular NCL register and the Th22 gate. Although, it
overcomes the communication stalling but compared to the
original NCL architecture, this pipeline doubles the area of
the combinational logic and completion detection. However,
the register area of this pipeline is almost four times as large
as that of the original architecture, since two TH22n gates
and one inverting TH12 gate in the original 1-bit NCL register are replaced with four TH33n gates, four inserted TH22
gates and two inverting TH12 gates.
2.5 nuXmv Model Checker
To verify the soft error detection technique using formal verification, we propose to use a model-checking tool, which
facilitates the modeling of the system, verifying its salient
properties and generating counterexamples when verification of a property fails. We used the nuXMV model checker
for our work, because of its distinguishing ability to handle real numbers and implicit handling of state counters.
Thus, the continuous values of delays and uncertainties can

be modeled properly, which cannot be done in other model
checking tools in such a straightforward manner.
The nuXmv symbolic model checker [2] extends the
capabilities of the NuSMV by complementing its verification techniques using SAT algorithms for finite state
systems. For infinite state systems, it introduces new data
types of Integers and Reals and also provides the support of
Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT), using MathSAT, for
verification [6].
The system that needs to be modeled is expressed in
the nuXmv language, which supports the modular programming approach where the overall system is divided into
several modules that interact with one another in the MAIN
module. The properties to be verified can be specified in
nuXmv using the Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and Computation Tree Logic (CTL). The LTL specifications are written
in nuXmv with the help of logical operations like, AND
(&), OR (|), Exclusive OR (xor), Exclusive NOR (xnor),
implication (->) and equality (<->), and temporal operators, like Globally (G), Finally (F), next (X) and until (U).
Similarly, the CTL specifications can be written by combining logical operations with quantified temporal operators,
like exists globally (EG), exists next state (EX) and forall finally (AF). In case a property turns out to be false,
a counterexample in the execution trace of the FSM is
provided.
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(Ki1 = 0 & Ko2 = 1)

areg1
DATA
(Ki1 = 1 & Ko2 = 0)

Fig. 4 Proposed methodology to reduce vulnerability against soft
errors

3 Proposed Methodology
This section explains the proposed methodology for formal analysis to improve soft error tolerant asynchronous
pipelines. As depicted in Fig. 4, the first step of the methodology is to create a state-space model of asynchronous
systems and extract the functional and timing properties. In
the proposed approach, the state-space model is translated
into a nuXmv formal model. The second step is to verify
the translated formal model by using the extracted functional and timing properties. If the model does not satisfy
the functional and timing properties, it generates the counterexamples, which are analyzed to refine the formal model.
This process continues until the formal model verifies the
functional and verification properties. After obtaining the
verified formal model, the next step is the integration of
verified model and the soft error models to observe its
behavior in the presence of soft errors. This integrated
model along with the functional and timing properties is
used to obtain the counterexamples. These counterexamples
are then analyzed to identify the vulnerable blocks.

4 nuXmv Modeling of Asynchronous Systems
Typical synchronous circuits require clock signals to synchronize their communication but in asynchronous systems,
the communication synchronization is achieved by using
the control signals. One of the most common asynchronous
pipelines is the NCL pipelines, which uses the handshaking protocol and DATA and NULL phases to synchronize its
communication. Therefore, we have modeled the DATA and
NULL phases along with the handshaking protocol. Handshaking protocol is modeled by introducing the request (Ki)
and acknowledgment (Ko) signal. Since, the NCL based
asynchronous systems does not work properly unless it

Ki2 = 0 / Ki1 = 0
& Ko2 [0:N] = 0

areg2
NULL

(Ki0 = 0 &
Ko2 = 0)

(Ki1 = 1 & Ko2 = 1)

areg1
NULL

(Ki2 = 0 & Ko3 = 1)

Ki1 = 0 / Ki0 =0 &
Ko1[0:N] = 0

Ki1 = 1 / Ki0 = 1 &
Ko1[0:N] = 1
Ki2 = 1 / Ki1 = 1
& Ko2 [0:N] = 1

areg2
DATA

(Ki2 = 1 & Ko3 = 0)

Fig. 5 State-space model of typical asynchronous pipeline

receives the valid NULL after a successful DATA communication, which is different from synchronous designs where
each clock tick can update the system. Therefore, we have
divided the NCL communication into two phases DATA nd
NULL, as is shown in areg1NULL and areg1DATA state
of Fig. 5. A brief description of the state-space modeling of
NCL pipeline is explained below:
In order to formally model the NCL based asynchronous
pipeline, its state-space model needs to be constructed
and translated into the nuXmv language. This state-space
model can be built from data and communication of the
asynchronous pipelines. The state-space models of typical asynchronous pipeline along with soft error tolerant
asynchronous pipelines, presented in Kuang et al. [16] and
Lodhi et al. [18], are explained in the following subsections.
In the state-space models described below, aregiDATA
and aregiNULL represent the DATA and NULL state of
the asynchronous registers, respectively. Where the “i” in
aregiDATA and aregiNULL represents the indices of the
respective registers. Also, reset(q) represents the “q” signal
of reset blocks of Fig. 1.
Typical NCL asynchronous pipeline requires DATA and
NULL cycles to complete the communication. Therefore, we developed the formal the state-space model of
the asynchronous pipeline while depicting the DATA and
NULL phases. The state-space modeling of NCL communication between two immediate asynchronous registers
areg1NULL and areg1DATA is presented in Fig. 5.
In this state-space, Ki and Ko represents the request
and acknowledgment signals for NCL communication. In
he NCL pipeline, there are two different communication
phases, i.e., DATA and NULL. Therefore, different values of
Ki and Ko represents the request and acknowledgment signals in DATA and NULL communication cycles. For example, Ki = 1 and Ki = 0 together represent the request,
in DATA and NULL communication cycles, respectively.
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In NCL pipeline, after each successful DATA or NULL
communication, the pipeline switches its state from DATA
to NULL or vice versa. In Fig. 5, transitions between
areg1NULL and areg1DATA characterize this behavior.
The other transitions of this state-space model represent the
NCL pipeline protocol such that when a receiving register
(areg2) receives any DATA request (Ki = 1) it receives
the data and generates the multiple acknowledgment signals (Ko1 = 1). Then, based on the acknowledgment signals (Kos), receiver (areg2) sets the Ki of the sender
(areg1) to high. Similarly, the modeling of asynchronous
pipeline I and II are obtained by embedding their respective
error detection mechanisms in typical state-space of NCL
pipeline, which are explained in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of the
updated manuscript.
4.1 State-space Modeling of Soft Error Behavior
Due to secondary neutron striking, there can be transient
errors which may corrupt the data and control signals and
cause errors that may be temporary (soft errors) or permanent (hard errors). Soft errors in asynchronous circuits,
due to their even driven nature, are more catastrophic than
synchronous circuits. Effects of glitches in asynchronous
circuits is explained in detail in [12]. Due to the event driven
nature single event transients (SET) may cause the asynchronous pipeline to start a new (erroneous) data transaction
and hence have more chances of upsetting the registers as
well. This work is an attempt to model such a scenario in
asynchronous circuits. Therefore we modeled SETs in this
paper for asynchronous circuits that may potentially lead
to an erroneous event in the pipeline. Figure 6 shows the
state-space model of data corruption due to soft error.
In a typical NCL communication, multi-rail data signals
are used, in which data is only considered as valid DATA if
one of the rail is logic “1”. Similarly, the data is considered
as valid NULL if all the rails are at logic “0” and in all other
cases the data is considered as invalid. In this state-space,
there are three states; NULL, DATA and invalid to represents these scenarios. Similarly, the SE signal represents the
Ki = 0 & SE = 1

Ki = 1 & SE = 1
Ki = 0 & SE = 1

NULL

DATA

Ki = 1 & SE = 1
SE = 1

SE = 1

Invalid

Fig. 6 State-space model of soft error

soft error event occurrence. Whenever, SE = 1 then system
non deterministically changes its state from valid NULL to
invalid, valid NULL to DATA, valid DATA to invalid or
valid DATA to NULL as shown in Fig. 6.
The soft error model in Fig. 6 is used to mimic the low
level effects of soft error on the block diagram. Whenever,
soft error occurs it can corrupt the data and there can only
be the following possibilities in the NCL based pipeline that
will lead to the corruption of data.
–
–
–

System switches its value form valid NULL and DATA
to invalid.
System switches its value form valid NULL to DATA or
valid DATA to NULL.
System does not change its state.

In this paper, we are dealing with soft errors which can
be latched by the asynchronous registers. Therefore, the
occurrence of soft error is detected by the transitions in the
state. Our error model addresses all the three possible cases,
i.e., all the possible low levels effects are treated using our
proposed formal modeling approach.
4.2 State-Space Modeling of Soft Error Tolerant
Asynchronous Pipeline I
Asynchronous pipelines are based on NULL conventional
logic (NCL), which is a multi-rail logic, which has multiple undefined states. As an example, in dual-rail logic,
when both rails are high then it is considered as undefined.
Kuang et al. have explored these undefined states to develop
a built-in soft error detection mechanism for asynchronous
pipelines [16]. In order to detect the soft errors in NCL pipl,
they introduced an intermediate register and error detection
schemes. Figure 7 shows the state-space model of their proposed NCL pipeline which is the extension of typical NCL
pipeline shown in Fig. 5.
In this solution, system has to wait until the error detection clears the communication. Therefore, in order to incorporate these functionalities in state-space model of typical
NCL pipeline we have introduced two states for intermediate register, one state for error detection and one wait state,
as shown in Fig. 7. Since, this error detection mechanism is
not able to detect the soft errors in the NULL phase. Thus,
in the NULL phase of communication, the state transition
from areg0NULL to areg1NULL we did not introduce any
error detection or wait state. However, when the system is
in DATA phase of communication then it can detect the
soft errors, which is represented with the transitions from
areg0DATA to error detection and error detection to waiting state. This waiting state in Fig. 7 shows that system did
not receive any data until the previous erroneous results are
resolved. Since there is no provision to stop the communication therefore according to [16], the data may erroneously
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(Ki2 = 0 &
Ko3 = 1)

Ki2 = 0/ Ki0 = 0
& Ko2 [0:N] = 0

Fig. 7 State-space model of
soft error tolerant asynchronous
pipeline I

(Ki0 = 0 &
Ko2 = 1)

areg2
NULL

areg0
NULL

(Ki0 = 1 &
Ko2 = 1)

Ki2 = 1 / Ki0 = 1
& Ko2 [0:N] = 1

(Ki0 = 1 &
Ko2 = 0)

Ki1 = 0 / Ki0 = 0
& Ko1[0:N] = 0

Ki2 = 0 / Ki1 = 0
& Ko2 [0:N] = 0

Ki0 = 0 / Ko0[0:N] = 1

(Ki0 = 0 &
Ko2 = 0)

areg0
DATA

areg2
DATA

areg1
NULL

Ki0 = 1 /
Ko0[0:N] = 1)

Ki1 = 1 / Ki0 = 1
& Ko1[0:N] = 1

Ki2 = 1 / Ki1 = 1
& Ko2 [0:N] = 1

Error
Detection

reset(q) = 0
reset(q) = 0

Ki0 = 1 &
reset(q) = 1

areg1
DATA

Wait

Ki0 = 1 &
reset(q) = 1

(Ki2 = 0 & Ko3 = 1) OR
(Ki2 = 1 & Ko3 = 0)

propagate to areg1DATA and areg2DATA sates during
the DATA phase.
4.3 State-space Modeling of Soft Error Tolerant
Asynchronous Pipeline II
As mentioned in the previous section, the soft error tolerant asynchronous pipeline proposed in Kuang et al. [16]
has two limitations. Therefore, we modified this pipeline
to overcome these limitations [18]. The state-space model
of the modified built-in soft error detection mechanism is
shown in Fig. 8. One of the major limitations of SE tolerant asynchronous pipeline I is that it fails to detect errors
during the NULL phase, i.e., due to soft errors it sends
either ‘01’ or ‘10’ even if the actual output is ‘00’. This
limitation is rectified using a new state detection mechanism along with the modified error detection mechanism,
which are shown by the state detection and error detection
in NULL phase states in state-space model of Fig. 8. The
second main limitation of the architecture of SE tolerant
asynchronous pipeline I is that the detected fault can propagate to the output. For example, even if soft error is detected
in DATA phase in Fig. 7 the areg1DATA and areg2DATA
state are not designed to halt the communication. Thus output can still propagate the next stage in the pipeline. To
overcome this limitation Lodhi et al. have introduced NULL
sending state in NULL and DATA communication, which

sends the NULL to output when the error is detected [18].
In Fig. 8, NULL state between areg1NULL, areg2NULL,
areg1DATA and areg2DATA depicts the NULL sending
state.
4.4 State-space Modeling of SE Hardened
Asynchronous Pipeline
The SE tolerant techniques presented in Sections 4.2
and 4.3, stalls the normal communication in the presence of
soft errors which degrades the throughput and performance
of the pipelines. Therefore, in Zhou et al. [28] a shadow
pipeline based approach is presented to overcome the communication stalling during soft errors. Figure 9 shows the
state-space model of SE hardened asynchronous pipeline.
Since this pipeline introduces a shadow pipeline, therefore,
we modeled two septate communication cycles NULL and
DATA cyles for pipeline a and b using DATA and NULL
state of areg an and areg bn (where n represents the
number of stage in pipeline). So in order to modeled the
error hardening mechanism, we introduced the states (TH22 a
NULL and TH22 a DATA) for both pipelines. These states
receives the DATA or NULL from both pipelines and
compare them to identify the corrupted data and if it
finds any undefined or corrupted data, it switches off
the particular register and pipeline, otherwise, it generates
a valid acknowledgment signal by setting the value of Ko.
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Ki1 = 0 & reset (q) = 0/
Ki0 = 0 & Ko1[0:N] = 0

Ki2 = 0 & reset(q) = 0 /
Ki0 = 0 & Ko2 [0:N] = 0

Ki2 = 0 &
Ko3 = 1

(Ki0 = 0 &
Ko2 = 1)

reset (q) = 0 / Ki0 = 0
& Ko1 [0:N] = 0

areg2
NULL

Ki2 = 1 & reset(q) = 1 /
Ki0 = 1 & Ko2 [0:N] = 1

Ki2 =0 & reset (q) = 0 /
Ki1 = 0 & Ko2 [0:N] = 0

Ki2 =0 & reset (q) = 0 /
Ki1 = 0 & Ko2 [0:N] = 0

areg0
NULL

Ki0 = 1 &
reset(q) = 1
Error
Detection
in NULL
phase

Ki0 =0 & State = NULL/
Ko0[0:N] = 0

(Ki0 = 0 &
Ko2
K
2 = 0)
State
Detection

areg0
DATA

Ki0 =1 & State =
DATA / Ko0[0:N] = 1

reset(q) = 0
Error
Detection
in DATA
phase
reset(q) = 0

Ki1 = 1 & reset (q) = 1/
Ki0 = 1 & Ko1[0:N] = 1
reset (q) = 0 / Ki0 = 0
& Ko1 [0:N] = 0

areg2
DATA

(Ki2 = 1 &
Ko3 = 0)

Ki0 = 0 &
reset(q) = 1

areg1
NULL

NULL
Ki2 =0 & reset (q) = 0 /
Ki1 = 0 & Ko2 [0:N] = 0

(Ki0 = 1 &
Ko2 = 1)
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Fig. 8 State-space model of soft error tolerant asynchronous pipeline II

5 Verification of SE Tolerant Asynchronous
Pipelines
We used the version 1.0.1-win64 of the nuXmv model
checker along with the Windows 10 Professional OS running on a i3 processor, 2.93 GHz (4 CPUs), with 8 GB
memory for our experiments. In the experimental setup of
the all the asynchronous pipelines, all the asynchronous registers and NCL adders are of 2, 4 and 8 bits. The complete
model of all asynchronous pipelines can be found from [19].

of vulnerable blocks of asynchronous circuits. Thus, vulnerable blocks in asynchronous circuits can be identified
by observing these characteristics under the soft error conditions. Since this pipeline architecture is based on a NCL
pipeline therefore, it is highly probable that some bits of the
system will go into the undefined state for multi-rail logic
due to neutron strikes. In this paper, we concentrate on such
vulnerabilities and envision that neutron strike may affect
the timing and functionality of the NCL pipeline. Therefore, we formulated the following properties tovalidate our
concept.

5.1 Formal Verification
5.1.1 Erroneous (Undefined) Behavior
We performed the formal verification of the soft error tolerant asynchronous pipelines using the nuXmv’s bounded
model checking (BMC) support for real numbers. The neutron strikes can affect timing and functional characteristics

This pipeline architecture is based on the NULL Conventional Logic (NCL) based asynchronous pipeline, which is
defined for multi-rail logic. Multi-rail logic is undefined
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Fig. 9 State-space model of Soft error hardened asynchronous pipeline

when more than one signal are asserted. For the dual rail
protocol, this property can be written as:

Where Data0 and Data1 are the two rails of the same
data bit. This property states that in dual rails, rail1 and
rail2, cannot be simultaneously asserted, at any state (or
globally, G stands for globally in LTL of nuXmv).
5.1.2 Data Communication
In the communication protocol of asynchronous pipeline,
two stages interact through request and acknowledgment
signals. In Fig. 1, the request and acknowledgment is based
on the Ki and Ko signals. This pipeline works in two different states: DATA state and NULL state. DATA state
represents the DATA0 (0, 1) and DATA1 (1, 0) while NULL
represents the NULL (0, 0). Thus, this behavior can be
represented as the following properties:

1. Reset Property: After each successful data communication, data rails must be reset before receiving the next
data.

The above property means: Whenever the Data0 and
Data1 are in Data phase and receive K0=0, the asynchronous reset signal, then Next state will lead to NULL
phase where both rails would be 0’.
2. Data Receiving Property: Whenever the receiver is
ready then the output goes from NULL to DATA

The above property means: Whenever receiver sets a
data request (Ki = 1) and sender is in NULL phase,
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then the next state will lead from NULL phase to Data
phase where one of the rails is “1”.
5.1.3 Deadlock
A deadlock state in a system leads to an undesired cyclic
behavior. In case of asynchronous pipeline, a deadlock
may occur if the system is in the requesting (waiting for
response) state forever. This undesirable behavior can be
verified using following property:

The above properties mean: whenever the error is detected
(Error = 1), then system will remain in the re-computation
phase (K0 = 1) until the error is resolved (Error = 0).
Where Data0, Data1 and Ko represent the two rails
of the same data bit and acknowledgement signals, respectively. Error represents the reset (q) in Figs. 7 and 8 or “q”
signal of the reset block in Fig. 1. This property states that
when a soft error is detected then system should retain its
previous state or send a NULL signal until it receives the
correct value.

6 Results and Discussion
Where Ki represents the request signal. The above property means: whenever the system requests for DATA
(Ki = 1 or 0) then it eventually receives the DATA, and
consequently asserts the NULL (Ki = 0 or 1).
5.1.4 Timing Verification
The minimum delay constraints of the asynchronous
pipelines is shown in Eq. 1.
TASY NCH = TR1 + TMU X + TCLB + TR2 + TCD

(1)

We have extracted the following property based on minimum delay constraint:
Asynchronous Request Time: From these constraints it
can be depicted that the time between any two consecutive
requests must be greater than the TASY NCH .

The above property means: time required to complete a
communication clock cycles (TASY NCH ) must be greater
than or equal to the sum of delay of asynchronous registers 1, 2 (areg0.delay and areg1.delay) and the
combinational logic delay (add0.delay).
5.1.5 Error Detection
The asynchronous pipeline is based on multi-rail logic;
thus it has some undefined states. SE tolerant asynchronous
pipelines I and II leverage these undefined states to detect
the soft errors. Thus this error detection mechanism can be
modeled as:

This property can also be modeled as:

This section presents the comparison of the soft error tolerant asynchronous pipeline architecture I and II based on
the verification of functional and timing properties. We
have checked all the functional and timing properties for
the experimental setup of soft error tolerant asynchronous
pipelines shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
The first step is to verify the functionality of the statespace model for which we have checked all the properties
without soft error model integration and both models satisfy all the functional and timing properties. As expected,
when we injected soft errors in our models then nuXmv
provided the counterexamples for both the functional and
timing properties, which are summarized in Figs. 10, 11. In
the following figures, red highlighted transitions and states
of each FSM represents the counterexamples obtained from
the verification of the respective properties. For example,
Fig. 10a represents the counterexample when the deadlock
property fails for soft error tolerant asynchronous pipeline
architecture I. FSM in Fig. 10a show that due to soft errors
this pipeline architecture is stuck in the deadlock, where
the deadlock is defined when the system remains in the
requesting (waiting for response) state forever. The control
signals (request (Ki) and acknowledgment (Ko)) are controlled by the completion detection block. Thus, if pipeline
is in a deadlock state then it is highly probable that the
completion detection block is affected from soft errors. The
counterexamples in Fig. 10 depict that the both the pipeline
architectures may stick in the wait state or in any communication state (areg0 NULL, areg0 DATA, areg1 NULL or
areg1 DATA).
Similarly, finite state machines (FSMs) in Figs. 11, 12, 13
and 14 represent the counterexamples generated due to the
failure of erroneous behavior, reset, data receiving and error
detection properties. The analysis of these counterexamples
shows that SE tolerance of the pipeline II architecture is
better than the other architecture because it performs better during the error detection phase. The counterexample in
FSM of Fig. 11a shows that if the faulty data is computed
due to soft error then architecture I can communicate the
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Fig. 10 Counterexamples due to deadlock property failure

faulty data to the next stage. However, in architecture II, it
remains in the wait state until the correct value is computed
as shown in FSM of Fig. 11b. FSMs in Figs. 11 to 14 also
show that architecture I is not able to detect the error in
NULL phase. However, the failure of reset and data communication property can affect both the architectures equally,
because it directly affects the protocol behavior. As under
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Fig. 11 Counterexamples due to erroneous property failure
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the normal operation, both architectures follow the NCL
communication protocols that can be violated due to the soft
errors. However, these soft error detection schemes detect
the effects of soft errors and halt the systems until it generates correct values. The counterexamples of reset and data
receiving properties show that the systems follow the protocol
but it takes some extra time because of the waiting state.
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Fig. 12 Counterexamples due to reset property failure

In this paper, we discussed three different pipelines,
among them two are SE tolerant pipelines. To answer this
question we are using the example of SE tolerant pipelines.
Both the SE tolerant pipelines are not considering the effect
of soft errors on the control signals therefore, both pipelines
generate the counterexamples in which control signals get
affected due to soft errors. If the property involves error
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Fig. 13 Counterexamples due to data receiving property failure
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detection mechanism (error detection property) then both
pipelines are able to detect the corrupted data due to soft
errors in DATA cycles, as shown in Fig. 14. During the
NULL phase, the asynchronous pipeline I is not able to
detect the corrupted data as it does not support the SE
detection in NULL state, and consequently, it generates the
counterexample as shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14 Counterexamples with error detection

For example, in Fig. 14a, if the system is in NULL state
and if soft error (as explained earlier, due to event driven
nature of asynchronous circuits any SET in control signal
can be latched to the asynchronous registers, causing SEU)
occurs then it can switch its state before the completion of
NULL phase. In order to detect the soft error, the system
first goes to the error detection state before completing the
communication. If it detects the soft error (reset(q) signal
of Fig. 14 is “0”), then the pipeline halts the communication and remains in the waiting state until the soft error is
resolved. SE tolerant pipeline II follows this error detection mechanism in both NULL and DATA state, as shown in
Fig. 14b. The pipeline goes to state and error detection state
from both areg0 NULL and areg0 DATA. However, SE
tolerant pipeline I follows this behavior in DATA phase as
it goes to error detection state from areg0 DATA, but in
NULL state it does not go to the error detection state and

follows the typical NCL communication protocol, as shown
in Fig. 14a. Therefore, it fails the error detection property
and consequently, model checker generates a counterexample, which is highlighted in red color, and it shows that SE
tolerant pipeline follows the normal protocol without going
into the error detection state. Thus, it is unable to detect the
soft error in NULL phase.
Similarly, we also modeled and analyzed the soft error
hardened asynchronous pipeline [28]. Table 1 shows the
summary of counterexample based analysis for different
NCL based asynchronous pipelines in the presence of soft
errors. This analysis shows that although SE tolerant asynchronous pipeline I is SE tolerant but it generates the
counterexamples for error detection properties, because it
does not covers soft errors in the NULL cycle. SE tolerant

B[2:3]
Table 1 Counterexamples analysis for asynchronous pipelines in the
presence of soft errors
Pipeline

2

areg4

areg3

Architectures

Typical NCL
SE Tolerant Asynch. I
SE Tolerant Asynch. II
SE Hardened Asynch.

II

III

IV

V

VI
–





2

2

Properties

I

A[2:3]

2










Cout

B[0:1]

A[0:1]

areg1

Cin

2

2

areg0
2

2

add1

add0

2

2

areg5

areg2

2

2

S[2:3]

S[0:1]

Fig. 15 Experimental Setup for Vulnerability Analysis of 4 bit NCL
pipeline
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Table 2 Complexity and scalability analysis for error detection and
prevention in asynchronous pipelines
Asynchronous
Pipelines

Typical
NCL Pipeline

SE
Tolerant
Asynchronous
Pipeline I

SE
Tolerant
Asynchronous
Pipeline II

SE
Hardened
Asynchronous
Pipeline

Logical
Bits

State

Verification
Time (s)

Reachable

Fair

2

2201

1871

107

4
8
2

6547
16459
4584

5977
15775
4159

615
1547
184

logic, for example, A[0:1] represents the two logical bit
but in dual rail, it represents the four rails. Similarly, we
also implemented 2, 4 and 8 bit adders and Table 2 shows
that the number of reachable, fair states and the verification time increase drastically with an increase in the number
of bits. Since the NCL pipelines are based on multi-rail
logic, thus with small increase in the number of logical bits
can exponentially increase the complexity of the pipeline
architectures, as shown in Table 2.

7 Comparison
4
8
2

10112
22574
9419

9557
21917
8989

775
2043
379

4
8
2

20151
45174
20145

19375
44587
17548

1174
3017
745

4
8

42157
108541

39547
101245

2415
6184

asynchronous pipeline II overcomes this problem but it still
fails to satisfy the other properties because whenever the SE
occurs it waits until the corrupted data is resolved. However,
in the case of soft error, SE hardened pipeline provides the
alternate path to continue the communication, at the expense
of extra power and area. Thus it satisfies all the properties
in the presence of soft errors, as shown in Table 1.
In order to elaborate on the complexity and scalability
of our generated model, shown in Fig. 15, we provided the
NCL pipeline setup with a four bit adder. In this experimental setup, each logical bit is implemented in dual rail

Some other state-of-the-art techniques have also been proposed to model the behavior of soft errors in digital circuits.
Table 3 summarize the comparison of our proposed technique with some of the state-of-the-art techniques [1, 8–11,
15, 23]. Kuartz et al. [15] are one of the pioneers to
address the coverage-analysis for SE error detection and
correction logic with methods of fault injection and formal
verification. However, their approach requires the complete netlists and model of the golden circuits. Unlike the
Kuartz et al. [15], our proposed methodology is capable of
modeling the complete behavior of any soft error tolerant
asynchronous pipeline and generating counterexamples in
case of functional and timing property failures (due to soft
errors) without extracting and comparing the attributes of
golden circuits. The existing formal analysis of SE detection techniques target the synchronous and boolean logic
circuits only [1, 23]. Recently, Hammad et al. proposed a
generic method to evaluate the soft error propagation in synchronous and asynchronous circuits [8–11]. In their method,
they used the multi-way decision graphs (MDG) to analyze
the soft error propagation in asynchronous and synchronous
circuits. However, this method requires to model each gate
separately to analyze the soft error propagation. Therefore,
for complex circuits this methodology requires complete
gate level netlist to analyze the SE propagation. On the

Table 3 Qualitative comparison with state-of-the-art techniques
Technique

Tool

[15]

Property Checker

[8–11]

Multiway Decision Graphs (MDGs)

Proposed Technique

nuXmv Model checker

Comparison
Pros

Cons

Coverage-analysis for SE errordetection & correction with fault
injection and formal verification.
Generic methodology to identify SE vulnerable paths in Synchronous & Asynchronous circuits.
It does not require golden circuit/netlist.It
only
requires
behavioral model of the system.

It requires complete model of
golden circuit/netlist.
It requires complete netlist of the
design due to node to node translation.
So far it is only for NCL based
Asynchronous systems.
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Table 4 Quantitative comparison with state-of-the-art technique presented in [11]
Pipeline Architectures

Typical NCL Pipeline

SE
Tolerant
Asynchronous
Pipeline I

SE
Tolerant
Asynchronous
Pipeline II

SE
Hardened
Asynchronous
Pipeline

Hammad et al.

Circuits

Verification
Time

2 bit adder
4 bit adder
8 bit adder
2 bit adder

107
615
1547
184

4 bit adder
8 bit adder
2 bit adder

775
2043
379

4 bit adder
8 bit adder
2 bit adder

1174
3017
745

4 bit adder
8 bit adder
Combinational
Sequential

2415
6184
316.17
2278.7

Gate Type

No of gates

No of Nodes

SE Scenarios

Total

Sensitive

Threshold

40
83
166
56

950
1905
2816
973

100
203
406
138

Threshold

115
230
60

1963
3943
997

279
560
142

All Possible Scenarios

Threshold

119
234
123

2000
4010
1987

290
586
252

All Possible Scenarios

Binary
Binary

247
405
2779

3574
7984
-

471
1054
3513
-

Limited (e.g. 15)
Limited (e.g. 15)

Threshold

other hand our proposed approach only requires the behavioral model of the system, which reduces the vulnerable
nodes, as shown in Fig. 14, to identify and analyze the SE
propagation.
Moreover, Table 4 presents the brief comparison of the
proposed approach with technique presented in [11]. This
analysis shows that the proposed approach requires a little bit greater time to analyze the vulnerabilities in a bit
less complicated circuit but it provides a more comprehensive and exhaustive analysis for all possible SE scenarios. Table 4 shows that with 1064 vulnerable nodes, the
proposed approach requires 6184 seconds for exhaustive
analysis but with only 15 SE scenarios and 2779 gates,
the technique presented in [11], requires 2278.7 seconds.
Since, in such large circuits, the possible SE scenarios
much greater than 15, therefore, for the analysis of complex circuits, the proposed approach requires less time and
computational resources.

8 Conclusion
Transient errors due to the secondary neutron particles from
cosmic rays pose a major threat to asynchronous circuit
operations. Researchers have developed various techniques,

All Possible Scenarios

All Possible Scenarios

i.e., introducing redundancy, error detection and correction
codes or built in soft error detection methods, to detect these
soft errors. However, these techniques can be costly, time
consuming and cannot encompass all the possible input conditions because of the requirement of extensive simulations
and emulations for careful and complete analysis of the
design. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed a framework
leveraging upon the completeness of analysis in formal
methods via model checking tool, to improve the soft error
tolerance in asynchronous pipelines. The proposed framework consists of three main steps: The first step is the
translation of the given design behavior and specification
into a state-space model and linear temporal logical (LTL)
properties. The second step is to identify the vulnerable path
by verifying and analyzing the state-space model based on
the LTL properties. In the last step, these vulnerable paths
are used to improve the soft error tolerance or detection
blocks of asynchronous pipeline. We have also analyzed
and compared two state-of-the-art asynchronous pipelines
by using this framework. The comparison results show that
the proposed framework successfully models the potential
erroneous behavior of the pipelines due to soft error and
also shows that SE tolerant asynchronous pipeline II and SE
hardened pipeline are less vulnerable to secondary neutron
attacks but with the expense of extra power and area, the
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SE hardened pipeline can successfully communicates the
correct data in the presence of soft errors.
16.
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